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Regardless of Democrat Nominee,
Oklahoma is Trump Country
Bloomberg, Sanders lead fluid Democrat primary field
By Pat McFerron, President
Cole Hargrave Snodgrass & Associates
@McFerron

When it comes to presidential politics in Oklahoma in
2020, all of the drama is on the Democrat primary field. The
simple fact is, November is already settled. Regardless of
the Democrat pitted against him, Donald Trump has at least
a 25-point lead and it is reasonable to expect him to reach
65% in Oklahoma in November.
On the Democrat primary side,
we see a very fluid electorate. An
examination of the dates of our
study shows that the New
Hampshire results were released in
the middle of it – and we did see
Amy Klobuchar get a bump. For
those interveiws conducted prior
to that time, she was at 3%. For
those conducted on Wednesday
and Thursday, she hit 9%. Overall, however, the candidate
who has not particpiated in the early primaries has the
current lead, though it is only negligible over Senator
Sanders. Michael Bloomberg is currently the top choice of
18% of those eligible to vote in the Democrat primary,
topping Sanders by one point and Vice-President Biden by
seven. No other candidate reaches double-digits among the
entire potential electorate. If we examine, however, only

those with a history of voting in Democrat primaries, we
actually see Bloomberg’s lead grow to six points (Bloomberg
20%; Sanders 14%; Biden 12%; Buttigieg 11%).
Perhaps most interesting about the Democrat primary is
that 14% of those who have a history of voting in Democrat
primaries say they will NOT particiapte in this one. This
group breaks decisively toward President Trump in the
November
match-ups.
In 2016,
Trump carried
the state with
more than
65% of the
vote – and he
is in better
shape today
than he was
then. Furthermore, at this time, it does not appear that a
Libertarian candidate as significant as Gary Johnson was in
2016 will make the ballot in Oklahoma. That means it is
difficult to see Trump doing worse in 2020 than he did in
2016. And the current polling really backs this up.
President Trump has very solid favorable ratings in the
state – but his vote count exceeds even these high numbers.
(continued on page 3)

This edition of Sooner Survey was conducted February
10-13, 2020. The study of 500 registered voters in
Oklahoma were collected by live agents on mobile (40%)
and landline (34%) telephones and through our text-toweb CAWI system (26%). The confidence interval
associated with this sample is that 95% of the time the
results are within 4.3% of the true values.

(Continued from page 1)
While Trump sports a healthy 59% favorable rating, he
exceeds 61% against all of the tested Democrats. In fact, it
appears the potential nominees unite Republicans more
than Trump does. Among registered Republicans, Trump is a
very strong 90%
favorable / 9%
unfavorable, yet this
81% margin is dwarfed a
bit by the margins
established among
Republicans when pitted
against Biden (92%-5%),
Sanders (93%-4%) and
Buttigieg (91%-6%). This
illustrates that even
among the few
Republicans who don’t like the President, to many of them,
he is still preferred over the alternative.
Trump does do better in the 71 rural counties (65%
favorable; 31% unfavorable) than in six counties we have

comprising the two metro centers (53% favorable; 45%
unfavorable) but he is still an asset to downballot races –
even in the metros. For example, in Oklahoma’s 5th
Congressional District, we currently have Trump over 50%
against each of the tested challengers and holding leads

Next Issue: 4-Day School
Week
ranging from 11 points (over Biden) to 16 (over Buttigieg).
This is clearly going to make it difficult for Kendra Horn to
keep her seat. Again, Trump carried CD5 by double-digits in
2016 and is in the same, if not better, shape today. With the
focus of 2020 on
national instead
of state issues,
this is a lean
Republican seat.
We do see
some national
trends in
Oklahoma. For
example, while
not as stark as we
have seen in
other locales, among those with at least a 4-year degree, the
presidential contests are much closer (51% Trump; 45%
Biden) than among those who do not have at least a 4-year
degree (73% Trump; 24% Biden). However, we do not see
the same gender gap other places
are reporting. Among men,
Trump leads Biden (64%-33%)
only slightly better than he does
among women (61%-35%).
Against Sanders, even this small
difference narrows (63%-35%
among men; 63%-33% among
women).
While the Democrat primary
is far from over in the state, for
most purposes it is just an
exercise which does not look to
have much of an impact on November elections in
Oklahoma – which we can once against expect to be solidly
Republican on the Presidential level, just as it has dating
back to 1968.

